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Europe’s leading economists are predicting tighter Eurozone monetary policy beginning later
this year with Berenberg's Holger Schmieding expecting that both growth and inflation will likely
surprise the ECB to the upside in late 2021 and in 2022, as it has done so far this year. The
thinking is in line with that being expressed by a growing number of global observers in the
wake of the United States’ unprecedented 30 percent increase of its total money supply.
The, ‘no-brainer’ implication is that
the ECB will likely begin to taper its
net asset purchases further from
April 2022 onwards, after scaling
back pandemic emergency bond
purchases from September or
December 2021. Reuter reported
Schmieding as saying, "We expect
net purchases to end in September
2023 ahead of a first ECB rate hike
in December 2023," he says.
Other commentators are less
restrained. A leading Chinese
source noted that, “Three decades
of disinflation are coming to an end.
The rise of big government in the
United States on the demand side
and the depressed appreciation in
labour income in China on the
supply side are the twin forces that
are inevitably pushing the world
towards inflation. The big central banks must decide whether to normalise monetary policy, which
would deflate the greatest stock bubble in history. If they try to defend asset prices and let inflation rip,
social and political chaos may engulf the world.”
Ratings agency Fitch agrees: “The effect of the US March stimulus has become clearer, including its
contribution to the boom in US consumer durables spending, now a staggering 30% higher than prepandemic levels. Durables strength has pushed up US merchandise imports, helping EM manufacturing
exporters and the recovery in world trade. Alongside the synchronous global recovery, this has fueled a
sharp rise in global commodity prices, similar to 2010.
Fitch does, however, temper its view with the comment that “A faster-than-expected global economic
recovery is boosting prices as supply chains have struggled to keep up with rapidly expanding
consumer durables demand and world merchandise trade. However, slower growth, supply
adjustments in bottleneck sectors, a switch back towards services consumption, and fading impacts
from US fiscal stimulus should see the rate of inflation decline in 2022.”
Respected former White House Treasury Secretary Laurie Summers commented that, “Inflationary
pressures are mounting from the boost in demand created by the $2 trillion-plus in savings that
Americans have accumulated during the pandemic; from large-scale Federal Reserve debt purchases,
along with Fed forecasts of essentially zero interest rates into 2024; from roughly $3 trillion in fiscal
stimulus passed by Congress; and from soaring stock and real estate prices.”
What does all of this mean for investors? Well, the US Federal Reserve, which is the prime instigator of
global inflation courtesy of its money-printing processes, has been at pains to emphasise that current
inflation numbers are a temporary thing and there is a reasonably significant portion of global observers

who agree that this might be the case. I would nevertheless argue that this might well be a classic case
of monetary slight of hand. As I have so often pointed out in the past, unless they are to allow
themselves to be overtaken by the greatest currency value collapse in history, debtor nations have little
alternative but to use inflation to erode the burden of their sovereign debt.
The market has, however, begun to take a more sanguine view of the threat and the yield on 10-Year
US Treasury Bonds has recently fallen back from a peak value of 1.754 percent in late March to a
current 1.349 percent as the graph below illustrates:

Furthermore, since the March 2020 Covid crisis low, New York’s Standard and Poors 500 Index has
continued rising at an unrelenting 30 percent compound:

ShareFinder’s AI powered projection system, furthermore, now senses little probability of that growth
rate slackening at all for the foreseeable future:

Meanwhile, the Shiller PE ratio indicates a further rise of over a half percent (0.56%) since we last
looked at it to 38.23 compared with the 44.19 maximum level reached in December 1999 when the Dot
Com bubble burst:

So, obviously there has been a distinct recent
sea change in US investor sentiment. As proof
consider that last month I pointed out how markets were at a stasis point where anything
could happen. I showed readers a graph of the
tech-heavy Nasdaq stock exchange which was
displaying a combination of a triple top and an
inverted head and shoulders formation which
technical analysts regard as a portend of a
powerful sticking point; usually a strong barrier
to further gains. I added, however, that
ShareFinder was detecting signs that the
Nasdaq was mounting a recovery in an attempt
to break through that resistance line.
ShareFinder’s red projection trace was last
month suggesting that the breakthrough would
happen but by the end of June the move would
run out of steam and precipitate three-months
of decline. It is thus a very important signal that investor optimism has triumphed. As a result,
ShareFinder has re-calibrated itself and now no longer sees an end to the bull market any time soon.
Locally, however, the spirit of lawlessness that has engulfed KwaZulu Natal, obviously draws a line of
caution over any suggestions that I should follow the global trend of rising market optimism. In my
graph of the JSE Overall Index below, it is clear that a recent brief period of moderate optimism which
began in the middle of last week — within an overall phase of pessimism that is traced out between
parallel descending purple trend lines dating back to mid-April - is expected to run out of steam by the
end of July. Thereafter, as the orange trace of ShareFinder’s projection suggest that negativity is likely
to remain entrenched well into the New Year.

It seems logical to assume that South African investors are holding their breath in the face of the
current wave of lawlessness and the seeming inability of Cyril Ramaphosa’s administration to take a
decisive stand. Add to that his administration’s inability to hold the line on the Civil Service pay pause
and it becomes clear that despite the Constitutional Court’s brave upholding of the Rule of Law, the
wider South African public is, at least, taking a wait and see attitude. It would thus be premature to
commence buying at this stage. Nevertheless I have to confess that I have for fun made one or two
cheeky speculative purchases for my personal portfolio of Renergen and the Purple Group. I have also
placed a substantial bid for Prosus at a considerably lower price than the ruling one...but that is very
cheeky!

Crypto
Since I advised readers last month that ShareFinder International was preparing for an Initial Public
Offer of its shares via an innovative use of the new Cryptocurrency phenomenon, I can now inform
readers that the process is very far advanced and that the ‘White Paper’ - which is the term now used to
describe the initial formal document that we have always known as the Articles of Association has been
approved. The inference of this development is that all investors on my database, as well as those on
ShareFinder International’s database, can expect to within the next few weeks receive documentation
which will allow those who are interested in participating to take up shares at, I understand, an initial
offer price of $US 10 per share.
The attraction of the shares is that, apart from the probable capital gain potential of such an investment,
holders of a single share will have half-price subscription access to the new ShareFinder Mobile and
the holders of a minimum of ten shares will have a similar subscription entitlement to the new
ShareFinder 6 Professional module with its comprehensive coverage of five global share markets. I
have, furthermore, constructed a financial model which suggests that, provided the initial offer for 15
percent of ShareFinder International’s shares is successfully taken up, the company will be able to pay
a significant annual dividend which thus implies that good capital gain potential also exists.
As I advised readers last month, if you would like to keep up to date with these developments you can
join in the ShareFinder International Telegram group at: t.me/SharefinderGroup which will enable you to
learn a bit more about the rapidly growing world of decentralized finance and participate in the
upcoming ShareFinder issuance as well as post questions and get answers from the Sharefinder
International team.
The Prospects SA Blue Chip Portfolio
Having delivered 17.6 percent compound annually since its inception ten years ago during which the
portfolio has grown from its initial R1-million investment to a recent peak of R4.84-million and on
average paid a dividend of 2.2 percent representing a Total Return of 19.8 percent compared with the
5.24 percent achieved by the average SA unit trust over the same period, I believe it is fair to claim
satisfactory progress. It has also been gaining at compound 72.2 percent compound since the market
low of March 2020 compared with 53.3 percent compound for the JSE Overall Index. However, as the
graph below suggests, ShareFinder projects that it is likely to weaken at least until November which
reinforces my view that it is good to hold cash for now:

However, we are now sitting with 15 percent of the portfolio in cash and so I consider us to be well
placed to take advantage if the predicted market decline happens. Accordingly our portfolio now looks
like this:

Prospects London Blue Chip Portfolio
I commented last month that I might perhaps have erred too much on the side of caution by holding so
much cash in this portfolio at a time when the market was still racing upwards. Nevertheless,
Sharefinder was predicting that a future decline was about to start and so I elected to continue holding
46.2 percent cash. And that has proved to be the correct strategy because, as the following graph of
the FT100 Index makes clear, the projected downward slide has begun and ShareFinder expects it to
continue at least until next April.

Happily our London portfolio has so far merely moved sideways in value:

Accordingly, the portfolio currently looks like this:

Top of my prospective buying list once the outlook improves in the UK market are Highland Gold Mining
which has enjoyed a five-year compound average price growth rate of 24.37 percent on the back of
dividend growth of 39.76 percent. I am also watching Judges Scientific and Howden Joinery.

NYSE Prospects Portfolio
Just like London, ShareFinder was projecting a likely downturn for New York and so I elected to remain
holding a lot of cash. Initially it appeared as if I had been overly cautious in this portfolio as well but, as
the next graph of New York’s S&P500 Index makes clear, the initial gains for the second half of June
quickly dissipated once July dawned, and ShareFinder now senses further declines until mid-August.
But then I should be poised to do some buying!

The portfolio graph is currently headed sideways:

Currently, this is the status of the portfolio:

There are few shares in New York that currently excite me enough to put them on my shopping list.
Best of the bunch currently is Federal Signal Corporation which has enjoyed compound annual average
dividend growth of 40.1 percent leading to a five-year price growth rate of 24.06 percent and the
Danaher Corp which has seen dividends rising at compound 70.62 resulting in a price growth rate of
36.33 percent.
On the Nasdaq I am looking at CDW Corp where dividend growth has been 117.67 percent and United
Community Financial where compound dividend growth of 84.02 has resulted in compound price
growth of 17.91 percent.

Australian Blue Chip Portfolio
Last month ShareFinder was expecting imminent losses until mid-September and so, once again I was
happy to sit until the next buying opportunity that appeared likely to occur from mid to late September.
Here again, as with the US markets, sentiment has begun moving towards optimism. The sharp decline
that SF’s AI projection anticipated changed into a modestly-declining sideways trend and now the
short-term (purple) projection stands in radically optimistic contrast to the still pessimistic (red) mediumterm projection.

Meanwhile, as my next graph illustrates, the Australian portfolio continues moving modestly sideways.

As always my view when the indicators are in opposition to one another, is to merely maintain a
heightened alert but take no action. Thus the portfolio remains as follows:

Meanwhile I have my eyes on a few old friends which continue to perform; Dicker Data whose
compound average dividend growth rate now stands at 68.5 percent which has resulted in an average
price gain of 93.5 percent, and Bell Financial whose 61.8 percent dividend growth has caused an
average price gain of 25.8 percent.

On this and the following pages we publish lists of the world’s top-performing shares which, we submit, should
form the bulk of your investment portfolios in their respective countries or as suggested replacements for any in
your portfolios that are achieving lesser growth rates than the ShareFinder Blue Chip average growth rates which
head the lists. The shares listed in the first block of each list have been selected because of their investment
grade quality, their very high dividend growth rates and superior investment safety. The second block of ten offers
significantly higher dividend growth rates but at the price of a greater degree of investment risk.
The shares listed in the third block have been selected because of their investment grade quality and their very
high price growth rates. These offer superior investment safety.
Those in the fourth block generally offer significantly higher price growth rates but at the price of a greater degree
of investment risk:
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